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the main office, or you can hand it to Mr. McCarty going through the hail. It

would not be good to hand it to me, because stuff handed to me often i8 never

seen again! But if you give it to Mr. McCarty, it will probably wind up in the

bank account! We are interested in a Seminar of a theological institute program
that interests people because it takes up subjects close to their hearts and

relevant to the ministry. And whether it is relevant to the ministry or just your

curiosity about Christianity,
-

TLic we will welcome your advice.
So, I will distribute these afterwhile. There i'Iace up here for kindly,

scholarly and Christian love critique (laughter) What criticism do you have of

teachers? (Read I Corinthians 13) (Laughter) . . . . . . 29-32. Be advised

that we try to do everything in order! But that's how we got this institute this

year, and that is the why of it.

Now, so far, Dr. MacRae has talked with you about the prophecies in

Daniel. Dr. Newman has talked about the Apologetics, the Apologetic Value of

Prophecy. Mr. Dunzweiler has talked about the Perspective aspects. I am

taking all of those things on faith, since I was not able to attend any of the lectures

myself! And the subject I am working with this afternoon is simply entitled,

"Studies in Unfulfilled Prophecy." We like to give dramatic titles to question of

unfulfilled prophecy, like there was a great, golden eagle on top of a sign! But

we weren't in that particular area. I have some notes prepared which I will pass
out in a kind of a shabby fashion in a minute! These are free notes. We sold

Dr. Newman's notes yesterday because I did those for him. When I do work for

others, I have to cover my cost! But when I do it for me, it is just me! Besides

that, besides that due to complications with fixing the beans and what not, I have

two more pages that aren't yet, but we won't get to those today anyway. If

you can't be with us tomorrow afternoon, I'll have the rest of these things run

tomorrow morning, and you can snatch them from my office while I glare at youL
But they can be gotten if you are interested. A lot of times in the Seminary the

people do not care that much for my notes, so we will let that stand. There are

actually three pages which I would like to distribute in the time-honored fashion of
because

just giving each of these men one (they have academic minds hEzE and they
would confuse the issue!) I will hand the pile to here; he will-
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